SALES
North & South America
+1 469-541-0555
UK, Europe, Middle East & Africa
+44 7774-653-500
Australia & Southeast Asia
+44 7774-653-500
Email
sales@laigames.com

SUPPORT
Parts & Technical Support
+1 469-521-7000
Order parts online 24/7
parts.laigames.com
Email
support@laigames.com

MARKETING
Product Marketing & Support
+1 469-521-7000
Email
marketing@laigames.com

A RICH HISTORY
IN THE BUSINESS
OF FUN.
LAI Games was born during the growth of
Australia’s amusement industry, and from those
humble beginnings we’ve established offices
across 4 countries and now supply games and
services to entertainment venues all around the
world. We have decades of experience working
across international markets and a reputation for
innovation and integrity. We design truly unique,
rewarding experiences for players, built with
operators’ needs in mind.
With a dedicated R&D team that consists of the
industry’s brightest engineers, game designers,
3D artists, and programmers, LAI Games is
committed to bringing innovative and high
income-producing games to the global market.
Our commitment to innovation has resulted in
many awards, including the AMOA Innovator
Award for multiple games.
We exist to create positive experiences every time
our customers and consumers encounter us or
one of our products. Whether it’s a consumer
playing our latest game or an operator reaching
out to us for support, their experience with these
interactions define how we measure our success.

Connect with us @laigames
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OUTNUMBERED

WEAPON FORGE
KEY FEATURES

ENGINEERED TO DRIVE
TRAFFIC TO YOUR VENUE.

Forge weapons to play in the game

Outnumbered is a competitive target shooting video game that

Push notifications reach players outside
the arcade with incentives to play

Find Outnumbered near you

has been specifically engineered to drive traffic to your venue by
rewarding people every time they play. Players unlock content
after each stage, which they can use to create and upgrade custom
weapons in the game’s free companion app, then return to the

Log in at the game to continue progress
Follow and search live global leaderboard

game to play with their new weapon and unlock more rewards,
creating a revolving door for repeat play.
Pop culture themes, live global leaderboards and an endless
combination of weapons provides broad appeal to both casual
and hardcore gamers to keep them coming back to your venue
time and time again.
Single player or co-op mode
Players are rewarded after every stage
Gain XP and level up to unlock rare and exclusive content
A globally competitive and social community
A framework to accommodate growth and content updates
Automatic software updates

PLAY

WEAPON FORGE APP
Outnumbered: Weapon Forge ushers in a brand new paradigm for
arcade games by reaching players outside the arcade. Allowing
players to create their own custom weapons gets them deeply
invested in the game and push notifications alert them to updates
and promotions, enticing a return visit to your venue. The app is a
marketing and engagement engine for your game!

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

77”

71”

90”

496lbs

193cm
02

181cm

227cm

225kg

CUSTOMIZE

HIGH FIVE
Modeled after our highly successful Speed
of Light, this kid-sized version offers the
same
physical fun to a younger audience.
UNLOCK
Fast paced music with eye-catching lights,

and exciting sound effects demands the
attention of both children and parents,
creating a great game they can both enjoy
together, or head to head with a friend.
High Five is a unique but fun and physical
game play experience that’s a great addition
to any family entertainment venue.

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

61”

23”

73”

286lbs

156cm

58cm

186cm

130kg
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PIÑATA
Piñata is a favorite with kids of all ages.
Using a small bat, players beat the drum
again and again to break a virtual piñata
bouncing around on the screen. Sensors
inside the drum react to the direction and
strength of each hit showing the piñata
gradually breaking apart to release the
goodies inside. Players are rewarded with
tickets and another round if they can
break the piñata open, with a chance to
beat the Boss Piñata if they can make it to
the final round.
With 28 unique piñatas, educational fun
facts about animals, and 4 levels that get
progressively harder, this game will have
your guests lining up to play!

PLAY

CUSTOMIZE

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

50”

46”

82”

353lbs

127cm
18

118cm

208cm

160kg

DEEP SPACE

QUARANTINE ZONE

HIGH NOON

UNLOCK

03

VIRTUAL RABBIDS:
THE BIG RIDE
Step into the wacky world of the Rabbids with
the industry’s first attendant-free VR attraction,
developed f rom the ground up by LAI Games
to operate like any other coin-op amusement
game. The Big Ride was created in partnership
with Ubisoft as an all-ages VR attraction, and it
lives up to the hype! Offering true 360º views with
action in every direction, riders are immersed in
a unique experience every time.
#1 earner as reported by venue owners
and operators around the world
Voted #1 Video Game by Player’s Choice
A Total of 6 premium experiences available
Each seat is monetized for max earning potential
The Industry’s original unattended Virtual Reality
The must-have game for any location
Worldwide license with universal appeal
360º views with action in every direction
One-of-a-kind audience facing cabinet

WANT THE SAME BIG
EXCITEMENT PACKED
IN A SMALLER SPACE?
Our compact and mini models are designed to
fit in more locations while delivering the same
gameplay, nearly identical to the original.
Ask our sales team about these options or see
our information for operators on the back page.

04

PRIZE BOX
A classic that’s been reinvented for today’s modern game room. Prize Box
provides a fresh take on the crane game with a small footprint, attractive
LED lighting and all-round glass top and sides for players to get much
closer to the action. The birds-eye view of the claw and prizes below gives
them a greater sense of confidence that results in repeat play. Pound for
pound it’s the industry’s best earner!

UL. Certified
Easily fits any space, any configuration
Looks stunning in multiples
Won’t obstruct views into the game room

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

34”

34”

36”

315lbs

85cm

85cm

91cm

143kg
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SNAPSHOT 2
Snapshot 2 Standard features dual cameras for normal and selfie shots,
and a range of modern unique filters, decorations and frames. Together
with the Snapshot free companion mobile app, players can transfer photos
between the booth and their smart phones to share on social networks,
or take advantage of a feature no other booth can offer - guests can print
and decorate their own photos straight from their phone!

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

40”

54”

79”

540lbs

102cm
16

137cm

200cm

245kg

Designed for 1-3 guests
Automatic software updates
Photo print size 4” x 6”
Locate the nearest Snapshot 2 in the app

VIRTUAL RABBIDS:
THE BIG EXPANSION PACK
All the experiences in The Big Ride and The Big Expansion Pack are well-crafted, premium Virtual Reality experiences
that offer guests the opportunity to see something new each time they ride! The 3 original experiences ship natively
with The Big Ride, and 3 more are available through the Big Expansion Pack, allowing your guests to choose from 6
premium, fully immersive 360˚ adventures.

3 ORIGINAL EXPERIENCES

ALPINE ADVENTURE

CANYON CHAOS

HOLIDAY HIJINKS

Enjoy a f rozen wonderland full of

Experience the calm and the

A holiday feast for the senses that’s

twists, turns, spills and thrills!

chaos of The Great Outdoors!

perfect for the whole family!

THE BIG EXPANSION PACK ADVENTURES

KITCHEN CATASTROPHE

SPACE SKIRMISH

COASTER CALAMITY

Experience mammoth

Buckle up and blast your way

Hold on for an epic journey, full

moments of culinary fun from

through the enemy stronghold in

of breath-taking heights and

a pint-sized perspective!

this intergalactic adventure!

logic-defying twists and turns!

© 2017 Ubisoft Entertainment. All Rights Reserved.

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

60”

126”

136”

1257lbs

152cm

319cm

346cm

570kg
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HYPERPITCH
HYPERpitch is a baseball-style pitching game that is equally rewarding
to play individually or with a friend. It’s a contest of speed vs accuracy,
with interactive lights that chase the ball down the HYPERtunnelTM and
explosive sound effects that create a real sensation of power as the ball
hits the target. This ticket redemption game creates a social competitive
atmosphere that draws a crowd and gets players lining up for their turn.

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

46”

119”

118”

981lbs

116cm
06

304cm

300cm

445kg

1 or 2 players
Pure skill - speed vs accuracy
Real-time sports commentary
Explosive sound effects

SLAM ‘N’ JAM ULTRA
We’ve reinvented our street basketball classic in a brand new, high-tech format. A dynamic scoring
system that stays out of the way of the game coupled with a vibrant LED-lit cabinet, Slam ‘n’ Jam Ultra
is the must-have addition to your game room. A great basketball game at a great price.

32-inch HD TV backboard displays live timer, score and stats during game
Juicy animations and audiovisual feedback with each basket
Compact footprint with killer LED-lit cabinet design
Clear heavy-duty acrylic ball gate gives unobstructed view of the hoop
Durable steel net stands up to high volume of play
Link up to 8 cabinets

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

38”

101”

103”

816lbs

97cm

257cm

262cm

370kg
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MEGA STACKER / MEGA STACKER LITE
A game that needs no introduction, this is the super-sized version of the smash hit classic Stacker.
At over 8 feet wide and nearly 10 feet tall it’s an attraction your guests will have trouble walking past
without giving it a try. With its larger than life LED playfield, players stack the blocks to win tickets
at Minor and Major prize levels. It’s a simple game formula that players love, resulting in sales of over
20,000 Stacker games to date. You can expect earnings that match its scale. (Lite version pictured left.)

Mega Stacker Lite

Mega Stacker

2 ticket dispensers for fast payout

5 Major Prize window lockers

Capsule dispenser (optional install)

Tickets or capsule dispenser Minor Prize options
Repeatedly Player’s Choice best merchandiser

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

67”

50”

109”

661lbs

99”

70”

115”

1080lbs

170cm
14

128cm

277cm

300kg

251cm

177cm

293cm

490kg

HYPERSHOOT
Our reinvention of an arcade staple offers an innovative game experience
that’s just like basketball, only better. The HYPERtunnel’s

TM

dynamic lights

follow the flight of the ball, accompanied by live sports commentary,
making every shot fun and rewarding. The oversized, angled hoop allows
people to sink more baskets, and players are awarded extra points for
scoring in quick succession, increasing the fun and competitive gameplay.

Link up to 8 units
Optional bonus tickets for linked play
Real-time sports commentary
Multiple award winner

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

43”

122”

113”

882lbs

109cm

310cm

288cm

400kg
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ANGRY BIRDS
COIN CRASH
Angry Birds Coin Crash is built for mass
appeal and creates a level of excitement
that keeps players glued to the game.
Players work to build their tower of coins
so they can crash it over the edge for a
massive ticket win. Entertaining at every
turn with multiple opportunities to win
tickets, the impressive tower builder
mesmerizes players, and Coin Crash is
self-contained with nothing to restock.
Small footprint, built for massive revenues.

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

94”

45”

109”

238cm
08

124cm

276cm

SPEED OF LIGHT
Speed of Light is a cult classic and
perennial crowd-pleaser which remains
a top pick for any entertainment venue.
Competitive and active game play is a
hit with players and the thousands of
player-created social media videos is
testament to its popularity.
Hit as many randomly illuminated
buttons as possible within the time
limit. In single-player mode guests can
try to beat the high score for a big ticket
win, or they can go head-to-head and
challenge an opponent in two player
mode. Operators have the freedom to
choose between various game-play
scoring and bonus options that keep
guests entertained and continually
coming back for more.

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

74”

65”

93”

529lbs

187cm

164cm

237cm

240kg
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LET’S BOUNCE
You have 30 seconds and 20 balls to bounce through the field of
tiles in an attempt to clear each one before the clock runs out.
Clear the playfield and enter the bonus round for double points
and a chance for an even bigger ticket payout! Let’s Bounce is
fun to play solo, or head to head against a friend. Easy to play but
challenging to master, it’s the instant classic in your midway that
will have guests coming back again and again.

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

48”

122”

104”

950lbs

122cm
12

310cm

264cm

431kg

PEARL FISHERY
Pearl Fishery takes the classic appeal of a
coin pusher and mixes in the thrill of a multilayered big-ticket game. Players drop small
pearls down the pin board into a matrix
of multipliers to win tickets and release
Big Pearls onto the play field, giving them
access to a super bonus jackpot game for an
even bigger ticket payout.
All play pieces are self-contained within the
game, and winning tickets are consistently
paid out to reward players and keep the
excitement high with tons of opportunities
to win tickets across multiple mini-games.*
*Available in North and South America only.

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

95”

33”

98”

1036lbs

242cm

84cm

250cm

470kg
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MONSTER MUNCH
Monster Munch gamifies the ticket counting
process by allowing players to feed their tickets
to one of our friendly monsters. Each side of
the cabinet features a unique backlit character
based on pop culture themes, along with a topmounted ticket bucket to attract attention from
across the room.
Cashing in their winning tickets is usually the last
experience a guest has in your venue, so make it
memorable! With reliable internal components,
2 and 4 door ticket eater options, and characters
that will delight customers, you can count on
our Monsters to eat up guest tickets and still be
hungry for more!

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

29”

29”

74”

353lbs

74cm
10

74cm

187cm

160kg

TOY FRENZY
Up to 3 friends can compete or collaborate to free
the suspended toys by shooting their ropes using
oversized blaster cannons. Simple gameplay
is perfect for a young energetic audience, but
deeper layers of strategy that unlock bigger
rewards gives the game mass appeal.
Familiar characters and vibrant, high-definition
graphics combined with intuitive gameplay gives
Toy Frenzy major curb appeal. Juicy lights, sounds
and force feedback stimulate and reward the
senses, creating an addictive replay value that
keeps players glued to the game.

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

66”

44”

93”

624lbs

167cm

110cm

236cm

283kg
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